
Book reviews and letters

neuropathologist. The book is concerned
with the mechanism of eye movement
and particularly "goal-directed be-
haviour." The translation reads well,
and there are about 300 references of
which a fifth are taken from the
Russian literature. The chapters deal
with structure and function of eye
muscles, fixation, tracking, saccadic
rftvements, convergence, and the
higher cortical functions.

Despite the conventional arrangement
of the book it cannot be regarded as a
satisfactory guide to modern knowledge
of control of eye movements. Much of
the text is concerned with the author's
own observations. There are descriptions
of disturbed eye movement in patients
with aneurysm and other circulatory
disorders which are attributed to local
alterations in blood flow. Measurements
of cerebral blood flow are correlated
with "functional loads" such as opto-
kinetic nystagmus and arithmetic. His
observations on single motor unit dis-
charge in the rabbit are given in some
detail. There are various recordings of
rapid eye tremor which do not accord
with other publications.
The book is well produced and the

index is satisfactory. Its main value is in
providing information about work in
Russia and the attempts to develop
a unifying concept to explain eye
movement.

BRYAN ASHWORTH

Circulation of the Blood Edited by D.
Geraint James. (Pp. 495; illustrated;
£25.00.) Pitman Medical: Tunbridge
Wells. 1978.
This handsome volume contains a wide
ranging series of papers on various
facets of the circulation collected to-
gether as a memorial to William Harvey
on the occasion of the quarto-centenary
of his birth. In some instances the con-
tributions are incisive and authoritative
-for example, Professor Sherlock's re-
view of the portal circulation and Pro-
fessor Browse's incisive coverage of the
problem of thrombo-embolism-but
most workers in the circulatory field
will find something of interest in the
volume although the very generality of
its coverage and its price, may inhibit
distribution of a rather handsome
memorial.

LINDSAY SYMON

Atlas of Neonatal Elec
graphy By Sarah S. Wer
Stockard and Reginald
(Pp. xii+211; illustrated
stated.) Raven Press: New
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Letters

Atlas, beauti- Human muscle afferent responses to
arly printed. tendon taps
D the recogni- SIR,-The two recent papers by
artefacts. The Murthy et al. (1978a, b) are of some
rery carefully, interest as they describe a relatively
irge material. simple method for recording the afferent
,ctrode place- responses elicited by tendon percussion
very sensibly in intact human subjects. Unfortunately,
_EG respirat- criticisms can be made, both of ex-
yography eye perimental method and assumed fact,
I polygraphi- such that the results presented and
id abnormal conclusions reached cannot be accepted
)f premature as valid.
ation onwardsetnonoralnds 1. Their "indifferent" electrode isbesnormal and situated "over the radius," presumably
Nbles born at close to the superficial branch of therdinary EEG radial nerve which supplies the skin at
r of the book the site of percussion. Since they stress
ftral Monitor- the advantages of differential recording,
.wborn as an they should ensure that their indifferentlisplay. electrode is truly indifferent (cf. Fig. 3

'siologists but and its legend on page 228).
Its format, 2. Percussion of the muscle was not

rge desk, may standardised, and they made no
rst bookcases measurements of percussion force. It is
ers should be difficult to determine the effect of a
an elegant manoeuvre when it is not known

whether the stimulus remained constant.
PAMPIGLIONE 3. With the hand placed as in Fig. 1

on page 221, even light percussion
would have stimulated receptors in

iation of the other intrinsic muscles of the hand and
fant Second in the skin over the ulnar aspect of the
echtl. (Pp. 68; hypothenar eminence. Such receptors
ted.) Spastics would contribute to the evoked ulnar
)lications and nerve potential, and their contribution
cal: London. would not be abolished by anaesthetising

the skin over the percussion site. In
known mono- Fig. 4a on page 223, a small deflection
admirers. As of some 25%, occurring at the appro-
)evelopmental priate latency, is recorded on tapping
troduction to skin near the muscle tendon rather than
lt neurologist the tendon itself. This potential could be
read the first of muscle or skin origin (or both).
how the con- 4. They state that the "phasic tendon
mance might tap is known to be a selective and
Dr Prechtl's adequate stimulus to the primary sensory
e localisation endings of the muscle spindle" (page
ipplication of 220). This statement is incorrect. As
the neonatal any of the workers who have recorded
)rmation pro- from single muscle afferents in man
thod is now can attest, light percussion with a
lust not extra- finger can excite secondary spindle
given to later endings, Golgi tendon organs, and

pacinian corpuscles in relaxed muscles,
J. A. SIMPSON even if it excites primary endings better.
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Letters

The evidence they quote in support of
this statement is from experiments in
the cat using brief rapid muscle stretch.
Under the rigorous conditions that can

be imposed in animal experiments, the
parameters of stretch can be controlled
to allow' selective activation of primary
endings, but this cannot be done in
man.

5. The authors assume that changes
in the evoked ulnar nerve potential pro-

duced by reinforcement or eye closure
result from changes in fusimotor bias.
However, they have not eliminated a

change in muscle length. Even if they
had immobilised the hand (which they
did not do), it is not possible to im-
mobilise human subjects completely.
Only an accurate strain gauge will
detect the small changes in muscle
length that can still occur in an im-
mobilised human hand.
6. On page 229 the authors state that,
of the factors contributing to the re-

inforcement of tendon jerks, "the fusi-
motor effects are more dominant."
However, nerve block studies have
shown that reflex reinforcement still
occurs when the muscle spindle con-

tribution has been abolished by local
anaesthetics (Clare and Landau, 1964)
or by pressure/ischaemia (Bussel et al.,
1978). In addition, Hagbarth et al.
(1975) have monitored the spindle input
during reinforcement manoeuvres and
have shown that tendon jerks are

potentiated in manoeuvres which did not
affect the input from spindles. These
studies do not exclude that fusimotor
activation contributes to the reflex
potentiation seen in the clinical setting,
but they do demonstrate that the
Jendrassik manoeuvre does not exert
its effects predominantly by facilitating
fwsimotor neurones. This conclusion
could also have been reached by
Murthy et al. by examining their
Fig. 4b and e on page 223. The afferent
response in Fig. 4e is smaller and more

dispersed than in Fig. 4b (although its
onset is earlier), but a reflex response

is seen in Fig. 4e (although its onset
is earlier), but a reflex response is seen

in Fig. 4e and not in Fig. 4b. Assum-
ing the experimental conditions were

identical (and that is an assumption),
some form of central reflex enhance-
ment must have occurred.
7. In single unit recordings Burg
et al. (1974) demonstrated what thev
considered to be a fusimotor effect on

spindle discharge during reinforcement

manoeuvres, but their methods did not
exclude changes in length of the per-

cussed muscle and, assuming that the
effects were of fusimotor origin, they
did not establish that the effects were

due to selective activation of the fusi-
motor system. When these studies were

repeated with appropriate controls, a

selective effect of reinforcement
manoeuvres on the fusimotor system
could not be demonstrated (Hagbarth
et al., 1975).
For too long has the neurological

literature been plagued by speculations
about the role of the fusimotor system
in normal and diseased states, based on

techniques which are not adequate to
implicate or exclude fusimotor involve-
ment conclusively. It would be of great
interest if the promising technique de-
scribed by Murthy et al. were applied

ith more rigorous experimental
controls.

DAVID BURKE

Unit of Clinical Neurophysiology,
The Prince Henry Hospital,
Little Bay, NSW 2036,
A ustralia.
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SIR,-Thank you for providing an
opportunity to reply to Dr Burke's
criticism of our papers (Murthy et al.,
1978a, b). His points are answered in the
same sequence.
1. There was no doubt that the con-
tribution to the afferent waveform was
mainly from the ulnar nerve with the
indifferent electrode over the radius
picking up no detectable activity from
the radial nerve. Any such activity in
the radial nerve would have resulted
in a negative phase of the recorded
waveform as observed in Fig. 3a (page
228) which was included to show such
a possibility.
2. The qualitative evaluation of the
recorded waveforms does not suffer for
want of more rigorous experimental
controls. The variability in the force
of the taps would have affected the size
of the response quantitatively rather
than alter its qualitative features
(latency and duration). For more quanti-
tative evaluation modifications can be
made in the experimental method,
especially in positioning and immobilis-
ing the hand, by using an automated
percussion device to eliminate the
variability in the force of the taps and
by using sensitive transducers to record
changes in muscle length.
3. As to the contributions from
receptors in other intrinsic muscles of
the hand and in the skin over the ulnar
aspect of the hypothenar eminence, it
should be borne in mind that the
mechanical vibration travels very
slowly in the muscles and also should
decay in some fashion with distance
from the place where the taps are
applied. Controls as illustrated in
Fig. 4a (page 233 in Murthy et al.,
1978a) permitted us to conclude that
contributions from other intrinsic
muscles would be insignificant.
4. We would like to question the con-
nection between the qualitative observa-
tions of other muscle afferents respond-
ing to a local prod on the belly of the
muscle and a percussion applied to the
muscle tendon in our study. Dr Burke
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